You can read the recommendations in the user guide, the technical guide or the installation guide for BLAUPUNKT ACD 9850.
You'll find the answers to all your questions on the BLAUPUNKT ACD 9850 in the user manual (information, specifications,
safety advice, size, accessories, etc.). Detailed instructions for use are in the User's Guide.
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Manual abstract:
22 Selecting the station search sensitivity . 22 Separate adjustment of the sensitivity levels for local and distant reception . 23 Automatically storing the
strongest stations with Travelstore . 25 Changing the audio source with SRC . 25 The Loudness function . 25 Summary of default settings made at the factory .
24 Switching the warning beep off . 24 Automatic seek tuning start . 24 Adjusting the volume for traffic announcements and the warning beep . 24 15
PORTUGUÊS ESPAÑOL SVENSKA NEDERLANDS ITALIANO Entry of a wrong code number .
19 Switching the code system on . 20 Restart following an interruption of the power supply . 20 Switching the code system off . 2 LD / AUD LD - Loudness
When listening at a low level, the Loudness function will create a more natural sound by boosting the bass frequencies. To switch the Loudness on/off: Press
AUD until "LOUD ON" or "LOUD OFF" is displayed.
To alter a setting: Press AUD briefly until the abbreviation of the desired mode and the corresponding value appear in the display. Extra function: To adjust
the seek tuning sensitivity separately for local and distant reception. Stereo/mono switching: Keep button depressed until "MONO OFF" or "MONO ON"
appears in the display. 4 CD slot Insert the disc with the label side facing up. The system will automatically switch from radio to CD operation.
5 / SRC To eject the disc: Hold button depressed until the disc is ejected. To switch between radio and CD operation: Press button briefly while a CD is being
played. extra function: To switch the code-LED on/off. @@ the last adjustment will be stored automatically. @@@@@@The system will only pick up
powerful nearby stations. "lo" does not light up in the display high seek tuning sensitivity. The system will also pick up weaker stations. Press each of the
buttons as many times as required until the code number given in the car radio passport stands in the display. 7 TA (priority for traffic announcements) When
"TA" is displayed, the system will only tune into stations offering traffic information. to switch TA on/off: Press the TA button.
@@@@ to switch AF on/off: Press AF briefly. @@To store a station: Press button during radio operation and hold down until the radio resumes play. To
recall a station: Select the desired memory bank pressing the FMT button and press the relevant preset button briefly. T - Travelstore To store and recall the
six most powerful stations of your current reception area. To store with Travelstore: Press FMT until the search starts in the display. The system will store the
found stations automatically. To recall a station stored with Travelstore: Press FMT until "T" is displayed. Then briefly press one of the presets 1-6.
ENGLISH 8 FMT To switch between the FM memory banks: Press button until the desired memory bank (I, II, T) is displayed. Native frequency if the latter
belongs to a linked station offering the same regional program (see "REG - regional program).
Manual station tuning: When AF is switched off, the system will automatically switch to manual station tuning. Buttons to alter the freUse the quency in steps
of 50 kHz. DEUTSCH : Display Radio operation a ; Code-LED May flash for additional theft protection when the car radio is switched off. < c d e f gh i j k l
CD operation b m n a) b) c) d) e) f) g) h) i) j) NDR2 1 : 52 FM 6 I, II, T CD-IN lo AF TA Station name Playback time Waveband Preset button (1-6) Memory
bank I, II, or T A CD is inserted Stereo reception Seek tuning sensitivity Alternative RDS frequency Priority for traffic information stations The system
receives a traffic program Loudness 2 extra AUD function Playback of CD tracks in random order Track number Station tuning automatically, if "AF" lights
up in the display. @@@@Do not connect the loudspeaker outputs to ground! Use only the accessory and replacement parts approved by Blaupunkt.
@@Never use your car radio in a way that could distract you. @@@@@@@@@@This is why the set will be blocked for a certain period of time after a
wrong code number was entered. The display will then show "- - - -". The waiting time is 10 seconds after the first three attempts and one hour following
subsequent trials. After 19 unsuccessful attempts the display will show "OFF", making it impossible for you to restart the unit.
19 PORTUGUÊS ESPAÑOL SVENSKA NEDERLANDS ITALIANO FRANÇAIS Traffic safety This car radio is supplied with inactive code protection. In
order to switch the anti-theft coding system on, proceed as described in the following. If the code protection system is active while the power supply to the
system is interrupted (e. g. Theft, disconnection of the car battery), the set will be electronically blocked. In such a case it can only be made operable again by
entering the correct code number given in the car radio passport. ENGLISH DEUTSCH Important notes Anti-theft coding Note: Keep your car radio passport
including the code number in a safe place in order to avoid "unauthorised access" to your car radio. If the power supply to the unit is interrupted while the
code system is switched on, you need to know the right code number. @@@@@@The display shows "CODE". Briefly press preset button 1, the display
shows "0000".
@@- Press preset button 1 twice; the display shows "2000". @@- Press preset button 3 twice; the display shows "2420". - Press preset button 4 once; the
display shows "2521". To confirm the code number: Press the rocker button . @@Turn off the radio. @@The display shows "CODE".
@@@@@@@@@@@@Buttons to activate the Use the desired mode. Now your car radio is ready for operation. @@@@@@@@@@@@ "REG ON"
appears in the display. @@@@@@While the radio is searching for the strongest reception signal, it will switch to mute briefly.
When "SEARCH" appears in the display after 21 PORTUGUÊS ESPAÑOL SVENSKA NEDERLANDS ITALIANO FRANÇAIS ENGLISH The last adjustment
will be stored automatically. @@On FM, the Radio Data System offers you more convenience when listening to the radio. More and more radio stations have
begun to broadcast RDS information alongside their programs. @@When RDS is activated, the station buttons become program buttons.
@@@@@@@@@@@@@@When holding the or the button pressed down, the frequency scan is speeded up.
Selecting the station search sensitivity You can alter the sensitivity of the automatic station search. If "lo" is displayed, the radio will only pick up strong
nearby stations (low sensitivity). If "lo" does not light up, the radio will also pick up less powerful stations (higher sensitivity) Separate adjustment of the
sensitivity levels for local and distant reception The sensitivity levels for local and distant reception can be adjusted separately: a) Local reception · Press the
MIX / lo button to switch to "lo" (lights up in the display).
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Keep MIX / lo depressed until "SLO" and the adjusted value are displayed (follows after "MONO OFF" or "MONO ON"). Use the buttons to rity for other
traffic messages remains active.
Automatic seek tuning start (CD operation) When leaving the reception area of the traffic information station tuned into while listening to a CD, the system
will automatically start searching for a new TA station. If no such station is found within approximately 30 seconds, CD playback is stopped and a warning
beep will sound. To switch the warning beep off, proceed as described above. Warning beep If you leave the reception area of the traffic information station
currently tuned into, you will hear a warning beep after approximately 30 seconds. This alarm tone will also be released when pressing a preset button which
has no traffic program allocated to it. @@@@@@Then press TA until "TA-VOL" appears in the display. This volume will be stored for the traffic messages
and the warning beep. Traffic announcement priority on/off If the priority for traffic announcements is activated, "TA" will light up in the display. Turn on the
radio. Insert the CD (label side facing up) without applying force.
The disc is automatically pulled into the set to reach the playback position. Press the / SRC button for more than 2 seconds. the disc will be ejected. To protect
the CD mechanism, the automatic insertion or ejection of the disc must not be impaired in any way. depressed. The Mix function When the Mix function is
activated, all CD titles will be played in random order. In this case, "MIX" lights up in the display. To skip a track, press the rocker button . Selecting a track
The activated CD functions will appear in the display as soon as the disc is inserted. Buttons to select the desired Use the title.
Button only once, CD When pressing the playback will start at the beginning of the currently played track. The rocker buttons have a sequence switch
function, i. e. Several tracks can be skipped at Changing the audio source with SRC (source) When a disc is inserted, you can use the / SRC button to shift
between CD playback and radio operation. 25 PORTUGUÊS buttons to adjust the bass Use the boost.
@@ the last adjustment will be stored automatically. @@ENGLISH a time by pressing the corresponding button repeatedly. @@@@The Loudness function
compensates for this effect by emphasising the low frequencies at r.
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